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(Image Credit: Tom's Guide) Dragon City is a free social network game where players can spend time breeding and increasing dragons as well as pairing them to battle against each other. These fledgling dragons make gold to help buy farms, dwellings and other aspects of a hustle, bustling city. The goal is to collect more than 600 dragons and amplify a
colorful, magical city while battling against others in dragon league. This socially focused dragon centric game has a big following among Facebook users and there is a lot in common with games like Farmville in which players can help other players succeed. It can be linked to Facebook accounts or simply played on social media networks, as players can
earn extra gems, or the game's premium currency, to buy dragons and other items. Best Android GameReady to Build Your City of Best iOS Game Dragons? You must first download the free app on your smartphone, or head to Facebook to play in the browser. Dragon City is easy to download for free in your favorite device. Here you can find the app.
Dragon Citydragon City is a free-to-play social gaming app to download that lets you collect colorful miniature dragons to help you build your city. It's one of the top-played games on Facebook consistently and both are one of the top free role playing apps in the App Store, so you won't have any trouble finding anyone to play. Dragon City for iOS: iOS App
Storedragon City for Android: Google PlayIf if you like to play Dragon City without downloading anything, you can simply log into your Facebook account to play online games in your browser. You can also invite other players from here to play with you. In addition to raising dragons, Dragon City lets you create your own bustling metropolitan area populated
by your own buildings and structures of your creations. Fly your dragons free and see how many varieties you can collect out of available varieties. You can raise your dragons to fight each other and other players as well as collect resources and objects so you can possibly create the best city. When you've trained enough, test your dragons' ability against
other players or in-game tournaments. It depends on how you want to play, whether you want to play the role as a skilled dragon trainer or if you want to meet with friends and business dragons. It is yours to create the world. Source: Nintendo Nintendo makes a lot of great games, but it is often criticized for relying too much on its established franchises.
Each generation of consoles gets a new Mario, a new Zelda, and maybe a new Metroid, if we're lucky. Where is the new blood? Where are the new franchises? On the Wii U, Splatoon has the answer. Splatoon is a new IP from Nintendo that stars new characters in a new world. It's the many hallmarks of the Nintendo game, but in many ways This is contrary
to anything the company has made before. I went on hand with the game as part of Test Fire Nintendo hosted over the weekend (a fancy phrase meaning public beta). Based on my two one-hour sports sessions, I can say Splatoon looks like one of the most interesting online shooters in years. That's right, Nintendo has created an online shooter – a funny
thing for a company known for colorful, family-friendly games like Mario Party and Captain Todd. However, you can stay convinced that Splatunn is not your average shooter. What is an average shooter in 2015? Global war games come to mind: games like Call of Duty, Battlefield, Counter-Strike Go, Destiny, Titanfall and On and On. If you're looking for
muscle soldiers to get rid of each other by bullets, you'll keep watching, because Splatoon doesn't do that. Instead, Splatoon takes some of the best ideas from those games and mixes them with fresh new concepts to create something colorful and fun that stands out from the crowd. Two teams of four players in Splatoon face off for rounds of shooting and
splatter shooting against each other. One round is three minutes, during which each team tries its hardest to paint the terrain with its color of ink. As you go about this task, you can shoot your opponents if you choose so. Killing someone knocks them out of action for a few seconds and kicks them back to your base. Source: Nintendo kills your team the most,
winning a round in almost all the other shooters. That is not the case in Splatun. Here at the end of each round, the winner is determined by the team who coated the largest part of the map in their color of ink. To zero in on that idea, Splatoon is not about killing a shooter that's all. Plenty of shooter tropes are accounted for here, however. Before each match,
you choose which weapon to equip. There's a pistol, a gun that looks like a super soaker, a sniper rifle, and a giant paint roller. Each weapon has different ink-coating and combat capabilities. For example, Super Soaker (called Splatter) is a well-rounded weapon with average ink-coating and enemy-shooting capabilities. Sniper weapon is much better at
destroying enemies than terrain coating. The paint roller is great in ground coating, but it can not shoot at all. Instead, you have to roll over enemies to eliminate them. Weapon diversity makes it a strategic game, because you have to choose how much energy you want to devote to destroying enemies and how much to spend coating levels with ink. Ink plays
an important role in navigating the map deploying two teams. That's because you can press a button to turn into a squid that can quickly float on the ground covered in your team's ink. When you enter the enemy ink field, however, you go down slow, whether you're swimming or walking. For all the tactics baked into the game, a big issue is which teams
withdraw from working together IS: Nintendo has chosen not to include voice chat in Splatoon. Now, voice chat channels in online shooters are notorious for being a swamp of horrible, vitriolic, racist, Homophobic speech. Obviously, if it happens in Splaton, it will be at odds with Nintendo's family-friendly reputation. However, Splatoon is a team-based game,
and the lack of voice chat makes it more challenging to strata with your teammates. I understand why Nintendo doesn't offer voice chat in the game, but it's hard to deny that the game suffers as a result. Another problem is that the game doesn't control as tightly as some other popular shooters. In the default control plan you tilt the gamepad to target your
weapon, which I found extremely claddy. You can toggle from the target tilt in the options menu, but even without it, Splatoon duty doesn't feel as accurate as any recent calls to the game. I'm sure I'll get better with practice, but don't expect easy headshots to land early on. (Headshots, by the way, don't seem more powerful than any other hits in this game). I
also found it frustrating to go against opponents who used paint roller weapons. They were able to kill me about a hit while I struggled to aim my ink gun at them. Tables changed when I played with the paint roller, which makes me think the weapon is overpowered. Splatoon isn't the only game bucking the trend of modern shooters, but it's probably the cutest.
Valve cranked up the cartoon quotient with his (still very violent) team Fortress 2, and popcap has a colorful shooter called Plant vs. Zombies: Garden Warfare. But so far, Splatoon seems more open-hearted than any of those games. Overall, I really enjoyed the two hours I spent with Splatoon. The question is whether the game has the depth to keep players
coming back for weeks or months after the release. There's no doubt that Nintendo wants to add Splatoon to its list of IPs, it may dip time and again over the years, but first Splatoon has to make a splash in the market. It depends on Nintendo's uniquely high standards, so don't count it. Follow Chris on Twitter check out @CheatSheetChris Tech Cheat Sheet
More from Tech Cheat Sheet: YouTube links to mobile viewingI buy a lot of games. Some are just a buck, a few are a couple of dollars, but sometimes I'm just itching to find a really sweet free game to try out and mess around with dirt. I've stumbled upon a space shooter for free today, which takes the old, retro shooter genre and adds a really nice little game
to the top characters over anything. You're Commander P. Jefferson, a fat-talking, foreign-thumping pilot who wants to take out as many aliens as he can, anywhere as the USS take the helm of elimination. Commander (and all the other characters you meet) is very unique to an Android game which is all working voice, and their voice actors all knock it out
the park. Gameplay is what you would expect from Retro Space Shooter. You have a multitude of other foreign ships Control a lonely, small ship that wants nothing more than to remove you from the map. Fortunately, most aliens of grunt aliens Finally getting off with only one shot off your ship, you've got that advantage. As far as graphics are concerned,
this game is at the top. Ship models are very detailed keeping their size in mind and have a lot of variety on the screen. The greater number of weapons you'll take to the greater number of weapons you'll try to avoid, there are plenty of eye candy to keep you busy. Add in a variety of different environments, packing some huge space rocks (meteor?
asteroids?) and other environmental issues, and you'll start to notice just how much detail was put into the game. The control is all done through the touch screen with no virtual joystick. Move your finger with the screen and the ship will follow suit, shooting along the way. Being right-handed, I usually ended up getting exploded when I had to turn up for my left
thumb, but with a bit more practice, I'm sure I'll be fine. A space shooter for free is a beautiful red game, especially considering it (mostly) free. You can unlock more owners, difficulty levels and weapons for $1.01 (what's with money?) using the in-app purchase that appears on the main screen. A space shooter for free is also openfant enabled, so for get-
chasers in the crowd, there's more for you. At any rate, get the free version because it's awesome. After the break we have found the download link. To break.
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